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ABSTRACT

While first-generation mobile gaze interfaces required specialpurpose hardware, recent advances in computational gaze
estimation and the availability of sensor-rich and powerful
devices is finally fulfilling the promise of pervasive eye tracking and eye-based interaction on off-the-shelf mobile devices.
This work provides the first holistic view on the past, present,
and future of eye tracking on handheld mobile devices. To
this end, we discuss how research developed from building
hardware prototypes, to accurate gaze estimation on unmodified smartphones and tablets. We then discuss implications
by laying out 1) novel opportunities, including pervasive advertising and conducting in-the-wild eye tracking studies on
handhelds, and 2) new challenges that require further research,
such as visibility of the user’s eyes, lighting conditions, and
privacy implications. We discuss how these developments
shape MobileHCI research in the future, possibly the next 20
years.
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INTRODUCTION

Eye tracking and gaze-based interaction on handheld mobile
devices have been studied for more than 15 years in Mobile HCI. Recently, advances in visual computing, processing
power of said devices, and their front-facing cameras, pave the
way for eye tracking to deliver its promises on off-the-shelf
handheld mobile devices. In particular, the introduction of
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high-quality or even depth cameras on commodity devices,
such as Google’s Project Tango and Apple’s iPhone X, will
be a turning point, and even more significant than how headmounted eye tracking is currently transforming mobile gaze
recordings [16]. These advances have the potential to take eye
tracking on mobile devices from research labs to consumer
mobile devices and, thus, to be used by billions of users on a
daily basis. This will make pervasive eye tracking on handhelds an “app-installation away”, which can in turn have a
strong impact on Mobile HCI research.
Despite the mentioned advances and the significant potential
this creates both from a research as well as from a commercial
perspective, a holistic view of how research on gaze-enabled
handheld mobile devices developed in the past decades is
missing as of today. With this paper we close this gap.
We identify three major applications areas of eye tracking on
handheld mobile devices, namely 1) gaze behavior analysis, 2)
implicit gaze interaction, and 3) explicit gaze interaction. We
then summarize existing research in these different areas over
the last 15 years, and describe latest technical advances that,
for the first time, enable full on-device processing. Finally,
we make an attempt to look into the future of eye tracking on
handheld mobile devices by discussing both the challenges and
novel opportunities that these technical advances will bring.
In our review, we cluster the existing work into the “past”,
where hardware modifications were necessary for gazeenabled handheld mobile devices, followed by the “present”,
where eye tracking and eye-based interaction is performed
on off-the-shelf devices without any hardware modifications.
We studied the lessons learned from each phase, and based
on that we discuss the “future” of gaze-enabled handheld mobile devices. By doing so, we uncover novel opportunities:
For example, the recent developments allow for conducting
field studies of gaze behavior in the wild when, for example,
using location-based services, or when perceiving websites
and mobile apps while commuting, walking, etc. At the same
time, these developments present novel challenges that are
beyond hardware limitations of the past. This opens up new
frontiers for research: How can mobile devices adapt to different levels of face and eyes visibility which are influenced
by holding postures and user’s clothing? How can accuracy of

